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In his paper [3], S. Lang generalized the famous Hubert's Nullstellensatz
to the polynomial ring in an arbitrary number of variables over an algebraically
closed field however it seems to the author that his method is based on a usual
technique known for the polynomial ring in a finite number of variables. Also,
a number of proofs of Hubert's Nullstellensatz have been given by O. Zariski
and others ([1], [4], [5]). The main purpose of this note is to introduce the
notion of the property J(Λ) for a ring, which leads to a new approach to the
theorem, applicable to the generalized case. We discuss, in 2, the relationship
between Hubert's Nullstellensatz and a Hubert ring.

Throughout this note, a ring means a commutative ring with identity element.
The author wishes to express his thanks to Professor M. Nishi for helping

to complete this paper by giving several important observations.

1. Let R be a ring. We denote by Ht^R) the set of prime ideals of height 1
in R and for any given subset D of R, we denote by HR(D) the set of prime ideals
of height lin R which contain at least one element of D. Let A be an β-algebra
and A be a set. A is said to be Λ-generated over R if there is an .R-algebra homo-
morphism from a polynomial ring #[. . . , Xλ9...], λ e A, onto A. In what follows
the set A will always be assumed to be infinite.

If a subset D of R satisfies the following conditions: (l)card(D)< card(Λ)
and (2) any element of D is not a zero divisor, then we say that D is a J-subsetof R.

DEFINITION. When HR(D) is properly contained in Ht^R) for any J-subset
D, we say that the ring R has the property J(A).

LEMMA 1. Let R be a unique factrization domain such that the cardinality
of the set of prime elements of R is greater than that of the set A, Then R
has the property J(A). In particular if k is afield such that card (k)>card (A),
then any polynomial ring over k has the property J(A).

The proof is almost clear and is omitted.

LEMMA 2. Let R^A be integral domains such that A is integral over
R. Then if R has the property J(A\ then so does A.

PROOF. Let D = {bμ; μeM} be any J-subset of A; let
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dμ=0 be an equation of integral dependence for bμ of smallest degree. Then it

is clear that d μ Φ 0 and the set D' = {dμ; μeM} is a J-subset of R. Since R has

the property J(Λ), HR(D') is properly contained in Ht^R). Let p be a prime

ideal in Htx{R) but not in HR(D); since A is integral over R, there is a prime ideal

φ of height 1 in A lying over p. We can readily see that

PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an integral domain and let f: R-+Abe a ring

homomorphism. If A has the property J(Λ), then the quotient field Q(A) of

A is not A-generated over R.

PROOF. Suppose that Q(A) is Λ-generated, namely Q(A)=f(R)[..., aj

6 λ,...], aλ, bλeA9 λeA. Since A has the property J(A), we can take a prime

p in Htx(A) but not in HA({bλ; λeA}). Let b a non-zero element of p. Since

1/b is an element of Q(A), there is an element a of A such that ab is a product of

bλ

9s; this implies that p must contain bλ for some λ and therefore peHA({bλ;

λ e A}). This is a contradiction.

COROLLARY 1. Let k be a field such that card (k)>card (A). Then,

for any maximal ideal 501 in k[_...,Xλ,...~\, λeA, the residue field L = fc[...,

-XΆ> ]/3W is algebraic over k. In particular, if k is algebraically closed,

then every maximal ideal SDt is of the form $Jl=(..., Xλ — aλ,...), aλek.

PROOF. Suppose that L is not algebrakc over k; we let {tμ;μeM} be

a transcendental basis for L over k. Let R be the integral closure of the ring

k[..., tμ,..J] in L. Then the quotient field of R is L. Since fc[..., ίμ,...] has

the property J(yl) by Lemma 1, # also has the propetry J(A) by Lemma 2. It

follows from Proposition 1 that the quotient field L of R is not yl-generated over

k; this leads to a contradiction.

REMARK 1. When card (M) is finite, for any field k, a polynomial ring

k[Xl9 X2,- , Xr]> r ^ l > has the property J(M). Therefore, a new proof of

Hubert's Nullstellensatz is obtained as in the proof of Corollary 1.

COROLLARY 2. Let R be a ring such that card (Rjm)>card (A) for every

maximal ideal m of R. Then, SR being any maximal ideal of #[ . . . , Xλ,...~],

the residue field R\_...,Xλ,...~^j^ΰί is algebraic over R/p, where p=#nS0t.

PROOF. It is easy to see that £ [ . . . , ZA,...]/9M^fc(p)[..., *λ,...]/9«fc(p)

[...,-XΆ,...], where k(p)=Rp/pRp, and that card (fc(p))>card (A). We see,

by Corollary 1, that # [ . . . , -X^,...] is algebraic over fc(p).

REMARK 2. Let k be a field such that card (fc)<card (A). Then, for any

cardinal number ?/<card (A), we can find a maximal ideal 9W of fe[..., Xλ9..."]

so that */ is equal to the transcendental degree of fc[..., ZA,...]/9M over fc. In

fact, let Aί be a subset of Λ such that card (Aί)=η and card (yl-yl 1 )=card (A);
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since the cardinality of the polynomial ring fc[..., Xμ9...~]9 μe Al9 does not exceed

the cardinality of Λ9 there is a subset Λ2 of A — At such that card (Λ 2)=card

(fc[..., Xμ,...] — {0}) and therefore there is a bijection φ: Λ2->fc[..., ifμ,...] —

{0} for every element τ e Λ2, we put / τ = φ(τ) and for every element λeΛ — Λί \J Λ2

we put fλ = 1. Let 501 be the ideal in fe[..., Xλ9...], λ G Λ, generated by fλXλ-1,

λeA-Aγ\ then /c[..., Xλ,...]/ΪR = /c(..., Xμ,...), μ e Λ l 9 and therefore 50ί is

a maximal ideal in fc[..., XΛ,...] and >/ is equal to the transcendental degree of

/c[...,XA,...]/50iover fc.

2. The following Lemma 3 is due to O. Goldman (cf. [2]).

LEMMA 3. A ring R is a Hubert ring if and only if every maximal ideal

in the polynomial ring R[_X~] in a variable X contracts in R to a maximal ideal.

LEMMA4. Let R<zA be rings such that A is integral over R. Then R is

a Hilbert ring if and only if A is a Hubert ring.

PROOF. Suppose first that R is a Hilbert ring. Let 501 be any maximal ideal

in v4[X]; then, since A[X~\ is integral over R[X~\9 the contraction m=R[X~\ Π SOt

is maximal in R[X~]. The assumption and Lemma 3 imply that m Π #=(901 Π A)

Π R is maximal in R\ therefore 9JI n A is maximal in A and again by Lemma 3,

we see that A is a Hilbert ring.

Conversely suppose that A is a Hilbert ring. Let 5ft be any maximal ideal

in R[X~\ we take a maximal ideal SCR in A[X~\ lying over 5ft. The assumption im-

plies that 90? Π A is maximal in A; therefore (901 0A)nR=9l[)R is maximal in

R. Now our assertion follows from Lemma 3.

LEMMA 5. Let k be afield. Then the polynomial ring fe[..., X λ,. . .],

λeA, is a Hilbert ring if and only if card (k)>card (A).

PROOF. We put # = &[..., Z A , . . . ] , λeA. Firstly we suppose that card (fc)

>card(Λ). We see that, 90Ϊ being any maximal ideal in R[X]9 the residue field

is algebraic over k by Corollary 1 of Proposition 1. As kczR/WίlπR

#/SR n R is a field; namely 9JI Π R is maximal in R. Now Lemma 3

tells us that R is a Hilbert ring.

Conversely, we suppose that card (fe)< card (A). In order to show that JR

is not a Hilbert ring, by Lemma 4, we may assume that k is algebraically closed

and by Lemma 3, it suffices to show that we can find a maximal ideal 901 in # [ Y ] ,

Y being a variable, such that 90Ϊ does not contract in R to a maximal ideal. Since

card (fc)< card (Λ), there is a subset Ao of A such that card (fc)= card (Ao) and

hence a bijection φ: A0-+k. For any element λeA0 we put aλ = φ(λ) and, for

every element λeA — Aθ9 we put aλ = l; let 501 be the ideal in # [ 7 ] generated by

Xλ(Y-aλ)-l9 λeA; then K[Y]/50l^/c(Y), which implies that 501 is maximal.

Let λ1 be the element of Ao coresponding to 0 in k; we put X=Xλί. Let p be
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the ideal in R generated by Xλ(l-aλX)-X, λeA; then R/p^ktX,..., X/l-
aλX,...^ and therefore p is prime but not maximal in R. It is easy to see that

yjlf)R = p, which implies that 901 is the desired ideal.

PROPOSITION 2. Let k be a field. Then the following there conditions are

equivalent:

(1) card (fc)> card (A).

(2) For every maximal ideal 501 in fc[..., Xλ,...~\, fc[..., ZA,...]/50i is algebraic

over k.

(3) fc[..., ^A,. . .] is α Hίlbert ring.

PROOF. ( 1 ) O ( 2 ) follows from Corollary 1 of Proposition 1 and Remark 2.

( l )o(3) follows from Lemma 5.

COROLLARY. Let R be a ring.

(1) If for any maximal ideal m in #, card(Rjxxί)> card (A) and every maximal

ideal 9JΪ in A=R[,..9 Xλ,...~\ contracts in R to a maximal ideal, then A is a

Hίlbert ring.

(2) If R[...9 Xλ9...'] is a Hilbert ring, then for any maximal ideal m in R9

we have card (R/m) > card (A).

PROOF. (1) Let M be a set such that card (M) =card (A). By assumption,

any maximal ideal in # [ . . . , Xμ,...~\, μeM, contracts in R to a maximal ideal.

Therefore, 9DΪ being any maximal ideal in ^4[X], m = 9 J t n # is maximal in R.

Since #/m[..., Xλ >...~\ is a Hilbert ring by Proposition 2, A{X~\jW is algebraic

over Rjxn. As £/mc,4/9Jl n AczA[_X~]jyR, AjWl Π A is a field; namely 9« n A

is maximal in A. Hence, by Lemma 3, A is a Hilbert ring. (2) Since a homo-

morphic image of a Hilbert ring is also a Hilbert ring, JR/m[..., Z λ , . . . ] is a

Hilbert ring. Therefore, by Proposition 2, we have card(Rjm)>card(Λ).
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